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placed over the paper along the line of stitches, to prevent the stitches
from cutting through the paper, is void, for want of invention, and as
coming within the principle of a mere double use.

This was a suit in equity by George W. Wingfield against the
American Carpet·Lining Company for alleged infringement of a pat·
ent for improvements in carpet linings.
S. D. & J. T. Law, for
A. E. Pillsbury and J. E. Maynadier, for defendant.

COLT, Circuit Judge. This suit is brought for alleged infringe·
ment of letters patent No. 276,118, granted to the complainant as
assignee of John H. Wingfield, for· improvements in carpet linings.
The invention has reference to carpet lining composed of a cotton
:filling, and covered on both sides with paper, and consists, so far as
any infringement is charged in this case, in the use of a supplemental
strip of suitable material placed over the paper covering along the
line of stitches, so as to prevent the stitches from cutting through
the paper. Assuming that Wingfield was the first to stay the
stitches in carpet lining, we are met at once with the inquiry whether
this constitutes any patentable invention. The defendant has pro·
duced several well·known forms of stay strips used in the making of
coats, books, and pamphlets. The complainant urges that his strip
is not for the purpose of strengthening the carpet lining, but to pre-
vent its being weakened and injured in the process of manufacture
by the operation of sewing, and that in this respect it differs from
other stay strips. At the same time he admits that a carpet lining
is stronger with supplementary strips than without them. It may
be that the main office of the strips is to prevent the stitches from
cutting through the paper; stm, in view of what was old and well
known, I can find no invention or discovery in their use. It seems to
me to come within the principle of a mere double use, and therefore
does not form the subject·matter of a valid patent. Bill dismissed,
with costs.

OHAMBER8-BERING-QUINLAN CO. v. FARIIOS.
(Circuit Court, S. D. Illinois. August 24, 1896.)

PATENTS-VALIDITY AND INFRINGEMENT-WIRE-CHAIN MACHINES.
The Barnes patent, No. 230,604, for a maclline for- forming interlocking

eyes in wires or wire chains for operating the seeding devices in check·
row corn planters, held valid, and not anticipated, as to the fourth claim;
and said claim held infringed by a machine containing the same elements,
combined and operating in SUbstantially the same way.

This was a suit in equity by the Chambers-Bering-Quinlan Com-
pany against Robert Faries for alleged infringement of a patent.
Bond, Adams, Pickard & Jackson, for plaintiff.
E. B. Stocking and Crea & Ewing, for defendant.

ALLEN, District Judge. This suit is brought to restrain infringe·
ment of the fourth claim of letters patent No. 230,604, granted to
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Alden Barnes August 30, 1880, and relates to machinery for forming
interlocking eyes in wires or wire chains for operating the seeding
devices in check-row corn planters. Said fourth claim reads as fol-
lows:
"In combination with a stud, b, for holding the ends of the wire, a head,

l\f, located above the stud, b, which may be rotated to force the wire around
th(' stud and form interlocking eyes thereon, as and for the purpose speci-
fied."
In a former suit between the same parties this fourth claim, to-

gether with others of the same patent, was involved, and was held by
this court to be valid, and to have been infI'inged. The lpinion in
the former case is found in 64 Fed. 587. The same defenses that
were urged against the validity of the claim in that former case are
again presented. What was said, therefore, in the former case as to
the validity of the fourth claim applies with equal force in the
present case, and need not be repeated. To be sure, the defendant's
expert, in his evidence, considers another patent (No. 53,138) to Good-
win, which was not considered by him in his testimony in the prior
case, and was not mentioned in the opinion. This patent was, how-
ever, set up in the answeI' in that suit. There is, however, nothing
in that patent which would change the opinion heretofore rendeI'ed.
It is not necessary to take up and analyze this Goodwin patent in
detail. Indeed, it does not seem to have been seriously relied upon
by defendant's expert. The device of this patent which is claimed
to anticipate the fourth claim of the patent in suit is intended for
use on a grain binder, and consists, in brief, of a head carrying two
pairs of grasping jaws and other mechanism, so aI'ranged that when
the head is l()wered the grasping jaws are raised and opened, and
when the head is raised the jaws are lowered and closed. A central
vertical rod, with a sharpened pin upon its lower end, extends
through the head, and, in operati()n, is inserted into a bundle of
grain. As was well said by Mr. Richards, the complainant's expert:
"The exhibit Goodwin patent shows and describes a slidable head, which

moves upwardly and downwardly; but this head, as shown and described
in the Goodwin patent, cannot be used to form interlocking eyes. There is
no such function connected with it, or with its operation. All that this sliding
head does, as shown in this patent, is to form hooks on the ends of a band
of straw, and interengage them; and other apparatus is necessary to draw
the end of these hooks towards the body portions, and thus make eyes of
them. 'I< • • The mode of,operation of the Goodwin device is entirely dif-
ferent from the mode of operation of the interlinking eye-forming mechanism
of the machine shown in the Barnes patent. The results performed by the
two machines are different."
The Goodwin patent cannot be considered as anticipating the

claim in suit.
The defense that this fourth claim is for an "inoperative combina-

tion" is reasserted with renewed vigor. In addition to the other
authorities qU()ted in the former opinion, it is necessary only to refer
to the case of Deering v. Harvester Works, 155 U. S. 286, 15 Sup. Ot.
118, where the same point was urged. On page 302, 155 U. S., and
page 124, 15 Sup. Ot., the court says:
"Admitting that additional' elements are necessary to render the device

operative, it does not necessarily follow that the omission of these elements
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Invalidates the claim, or that the precise elements described in the patent as,
rendering it operative must be read into the claim. If Steward were in fact
the first to invent the pivotal extension of a butt adjuster, he is entitled to a
patent therefor, though the infringer may make use of other means than
those employed by him to operate it;" citing Loom 00. v. Higgins, 105 U.
S. 580, 584.

Therefore, even if it be admitted, for the sake of the argument,
that elements other than those named in the claim in suit are neces-
sary to the complete operation of the machine in forming interlock·
ing eyes, that fact does not render the claim invalid, and does not
prevent defendant from infringing when using the elements of the
claim, though he uses them in connection with other elements than
those described in the specification of the patent in suit for the com-
plete operation of the devices.
The patent in suit has also been found fault with on a number of

minor points, which are too trivial to consider in detail. None of
them in any way affect the operation of the devices described, or are
of such a character as to impair the description of such devices. The
specification describes an operative and valuable machine. It has,
indeed, been Ul'ged with some vigor tfu'lt a machine constructed like
that of the patent would not operate, and cannot be made to operate,
as described. This is answered by the fact that a machine made
like the drawings of the patent in suit, and in accordance with the
specification, was operated in the exact manner described in the pat·
ent, by Mr. Wilkinson, one of complainant's witnesses, and the wire
so made was introduced in evidence. Moreover, the machine was so
operated by counsel for complainant in the argument of the cause,
and actual, merchantable, check·rower wire produced. It also ap-
pears that, upon old machines like this, wire was produced in quanti-
ties for commercial use. The claim in suit must therefore be held
valid, and not anticipated by the prior art.
Coming to the question of infringement, the device of the defend·

ant is slightly different from that in issue in the prior suit. In the
device in suit the head, provided with downward projections on its
lower surface, is centrally bored; and through the bore extends a
pin which is so connected with other mechanism that as the head is
forced down upon the wire section, and rotated, the pin is forced
below the head,and forms a mandrel, located below the head when
the head is in operative position, around which the ends of the wire
sections are coiled to form interlocking eyes. The defendant's mao
chine, therefore, has the stud, b, for holding the ends of the wire;
also, the head, M. The head, M, is rotated to force the wire around
the stud to form interlocking eyes thereon by means of the projec-
tions on the head engaging with the ends; and the head, M, is

above the stud, b," as soon as the head is in operative posi.
tion. Without going into details more fully, the defendant's rna·
chine contains all of the elements of the claim in suit, combined and
operating in substantially the same manner.
Much stress has been laid upon the words of the claim, 'qocated

above the stud," and the fact that these' words were put into the
claim by amendment to avoid a reference. This po,int would have
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weight if it were not for the fact that in the defendant's machine as
soon as the head is in operative position it is ''located above the
stud." The defendant's expert says in his direct evidence that "the
meaning intended to be conveyed by the words 'located above the
stud,' in claim 4 of the Barnes patent, means that the head shall be
separate from, and movable independent of, the stud." Now, this is
exactly descriptive of the defendant's device. The rod of that ma-
chine, which performs, in the same way, the same functions as the
stud, b, of the Barnes patent, is separate from, and movable inde-
pendent of, the head. The change of construction in this respect
must therefore be considered an attempted evasion of the patent.
Inasmuch, therefore, as the defendant's machine contains the same
elements as the claim in suit, combined and operating in substan-
tially the same way, it must be held to infringe said claim. Let a
decree be entered for the complainant, in accordance with the prayer
of the bill.

LYMAN v. LYMAN et a1.
(CIrcuIt Court, N. D. Illinois. July 10, 1895.)

PATENTS-INFRINGEMENT-CONDENSER HEADS.
The Lyman patents, reIssue No. 10,497 (original, 179,581), and No. 303,-

444, for inventions relating to steam-condenser heads, construed, the
former as to claim 4, and the latter as to claim 1, and the said claims
held not infringed by a device made In accordance with patent No. 405,515.

This was a suit in equity by Wilfred C. Lyman against Edward F.
Lyman and James P. Warren for alleged infringement of letters pat-
ent reissue No. 10,497 (original No. 179,581), and No. 303,441, relat-
ing to condenser heads for steam-exhaust pipes.
Frank D. 'rhomason, for complainant.
Offield, Towle & Linthicum, for defendant.

SHOWALTER, Circuit Judge. This litigation has to do with
the funnel-shaped sheet-metal structures sometimes seen on city
buildings and known as "condenser heads," or "steam-exhaust
heads." A condenser head is attached to a steam-exhaust pipe to
condense the steam, and prevent the spray and objectionable mat-
ter therein from spreading over the roof of the building on which
it is used. Steam passing through such a contrivance is hindered
and delayed in its exit by metal deflector plates, so arranged as to
condense the steam and carry the water of condensation to a drip
pipe at one side, whence it is conducted to the sewer, or to some
other appropriate receptacle. The alleged cause of action is that
a steam-exhaust head made by defendant and his partner, now de-
ceased, patented June 18, 1889, in letters patent No. 405,575, in-
fringes certain patents-No. 179,581 (reissue No. 10,497), and No.
303,441-owned by complainant. In Lyman v. Maypole, 19 Fed.
737, Judge Blodgett, having before him evidence as to the prior art,
which has been put into this record by stipulation, said, after quot-
ing the two claims of No. 179,581, the second of which, on the con·


